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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Aims: To examine and compare sensory processing in children diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) to children designated as “at risk” for neurodevelopmental disorders and FASD,
associated with Prenatal Alcohol Exposure (PAE). Method: A retrospective chart review methodology was applied to examine sensory
processing in a clinic referred sample of 90 children under the age
of 3 with PAE of which 28 children were diagnosed with FASD and
62 were in the “at risk” category. Results: Young children with FASD
rated significantly lower on the Infant/Toddler Sensory Profile in
auditory processing and low registration and more often in the probable difference range in sensory sensitivity and sensation avoiding.
Some children in both groups demonstrated definite differences in
low threshold scores. Conclusions: Sensory processing differences in
young children with FASD are supported when compared to children
with PAE who are “at risk” for future diagnoses. Occupational therapists should consider sensory processing when assessing and providing early intervention services to this population.
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Occupational therapists provide early intervention services to infants and young children with the diagnosis of fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) and to those with a
history of prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE). Assessment and intervention occurs in neonatal or special care nurseries, in homes with birth parents or foster parents, and in
clinic or community settings. Early occupational performance difficulties impact functioning in areas such as oral-motor/feeding skills, motor skills, attainment of developmental milestones, sensory processing abilities, state control, and self-regulation such as
sleep (Fjeldsted & Hanlon-Dearman, 2009). Early intervention from multiple disciplines
is crucial to providing known protective influences for young children with PAE
(Olson, Jirikowic, Kartin, & Astley, 2007) and may take advantage of “plasticity” in the
developing brain (Olson & Montague, 2011).
Prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE) adversely affects neurodevelopmental functioning.
PAE is associated with deficits in daily functional skills, adaptive behaviors, socialization, attention, information processing, language skills, visual perception, and memory
(Kodituwakku, 2007). Early developmental deficits of young children with PAE in
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sensory processing, early cognitive skills, sleep, communication, motor development,
adaptive behavior, and social-emotional development may also be subtle but important
precursors of later problems (Olson et al, 2007).
The known threshold of PAE associated with adverse neurodevelopmental effects is 7
or more standard drinks per week or episodic or binge drinking of 4 or more drinks on
the same occasion (Flak et al., 2014). A maternal history of 2 binge episodes is the minimum exposure recommended for the FASD diagnostic process (Cook et al., 2016).
FASD results in lifelong disability (Chudley et al., 2005). The diagnosis of FASD
describes the constellation of effects that result from PAE and involves complex physical
and neurodevelopmental assessments conducted by a multidisciplinary team consisting
of a pediatrician, occupational therapist, speech language pathologist, and clinical psychologist (Cook et al, 2016). The diagnosis of FASD in children requires confirmation of
PAE with or without sentinel facial features (including palpebral fissure length, philtrum
and upper lip changes specific to PAE), as well as evidence of pervasive brain dysfunction (Cook et al., 2016). Young children with PAE who do not meet the criteria for
FASD may be designated as “at risk for neurodevelopmental disorders and FASD, associated with PAE” (Cook et al., 2016, p. 194).
Sensory processing describes the interaction between neurological processing of sensory input and behavioral responses (Dunn, 1999). It includes noticing, organizing, and
integrating sensory input from the environment and the body; processing the information; and responding appropriately. Sensory processing patterns in the context of everyday life may contribute or may interfere with a child’s participation in activities. A
scoping review of research published between 2005 and 2014 about the effects of sensory factors on the daily life of children found that children with conditions such as
dyslexia, autism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, FASD, and developmental
coordination disorder process sensory input differently than their peers (Dunn, Little,
Dean, Robertson, & Evans, 2016).
For children with FASD, sensory processing differences have been documented (Stade
et al., 2006). Sensory processing deficits have been correlated with problem behaviors
(Franklin, Deitz, Jirikowic, & Astley, 2008), with adaptive behavior and some aspects of
academic performance (Jirikowic, Olson, & Kartin, 2008), and with sleep problems
(Wengel, Hanlon-Dearman, & Fjeldsted, 2011). Greater sensory processing deficits were
found in children between 3 and 14 years of age with a diagnosis of FASD compared to
those with PAE using the Short Sensory Profile (Carr, Agnihotri, & Keightley, 2010).
The focus of sensory processing research in children with FASD has been on those
over 3 years of age and has been limited in younger children. Apart from one pilot
study examining sensory processing and sleep challenges in children under 3 years of
age with confirmed PAE/FASD (Fjeldsted & Hanlon-Dearman, 2009), the research has
focused on young children with autism (McCormick, Hepburn, Young, & Rogers, 2016;
Rogers, Hepburn, & Wehner, 2003), with extreme prematurity (Eeles et al., 2013), or
with sleep problems (Vasak, Williamson, Garden, & Zwicker, 2015).
The aim of this research was to examine sensory processing in young children under
3 years of age with FASD and to compare the findings to those “at risk” for neurodevelopmental disorders and FASD, associated with PAE. Determining and comparing sensory processing patterns in these populations would contribute to the knowledge base
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for the FASD diagnostic process for young children with confirmed PAE. It would
inform early intervention occupational therapy services for children with FASD and
PAE and their families/caregivers and provide a baseline for future research.

Methods
Design
A retrospective chart review methodology was applied to examine sensory processing in
young children with confirmed PAE who were assessed by an occupational therapist as
part of the multidisciplinary team diagnostic process at the Manitoba FASD Centre. This
study was approved by the Health Ethics Research Board at the University of Manitoba.
Participants
The sample included 90 children under 3 years of age with a history of PAE. The Centre
screened the children for confirmation of PAE and obtained parental/guardian consent to
the assessments by the multidisciplinary diagnostic team consisting of developmental
pediatricians, geneticists, a speech language pathologist, and an occupational therapist.
Group characteristics are shown in Table 1. Of the 90 children with PAE in the sample, 28 were diagnosed with FASD and 62 were identified as “at risk” for neurodevelopmental disorders and FASD, associated with PAE using the Canadian Guidelines for
Diagnosis of FASD (Chudley et al., 2005). The group with FASD diagnoses included 4
with FASD, 14 with partial FASD, and 10 with Alcohol Related Neurodevelopmental
Disorder (ARND). The children in the sample ranged in age from 8 to 36 months with
mean ages of 24.1 months for the group with FASD and 21.1 months for the “at risk”
group at the time of occupational therapy assessment. There were more males in the “at
risk” group with a male/female ratio of 2:1 while the group with FASD had a ratio of
1.2:1. Half of the group with FASD was exposed prenatally only to alcohol with the
other half also having exposures to other substances, such as cocaine, marijuana,
Table 1. Demographic overview by group.
Group
Age in months
Range
Mean (SD)
Gender
Male
Female
Prenatal alcohol exposure
Alcohol only
Alcohol and other substances
Living arrangements
Biological parent(s)
Adopted
Foster family
Location
Urban
Rural

FASD n ¼ 28

“At risk” n ¼ 62

10.0–36.0
24.1 (8.5)

8.0–36.0
21.1 (8.7)

15 (53.6%)
13 (46.4%)

41 (66.1%)
21 (33.9%)

14 (50.0%)
14 (50.0%)

24 (38.7%)
38 (61.3%)

3 (10.7%)
1 (3.6%)
24 (85.7%)

6 (9.7%)
1 (1.6%)
55 (88.7%)

18 (64.3%)
10 (35.7%)

36 (58.1%)
26 (41.9%)

FASD ¼ fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; “At Risk” ¼ at risk for neurodevelopmental disorders and FASD, associated with
prenatal alcohol exposure.
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inhalants, tobacco, and other drugs. Fewer in the “at risk” group were only exposed prenatally to alcohol but a greater number (61%) had additional exposures to other substances.
Socially, the majority of the children in both groups were in foster care with 10% in each
group being with biological parent(s). Each group included one child in an adoptive family.
Slightly more children in the FASD group were from an urban area. The demographics of
the sample were consistent with the population seen at the Manitoba FASD Centre.
Measures
The occupational therapy assessment included caregiver completion of the toddler version of the Infant/Toddler Sensory Profile (ITSP; Dunn, 2002). This standardized 48
item questionnaire measures sensory processing behaviors in daily experiences in children aged 7–36 months. The standardization sample for the ITSP was based on the performance of children without any known disabilities (n ¼ 489).
The profile has five sensory processing sections: auditory, visual, tactile, vestibular,
and oral sensory processing. Questions are specific to observations of behavioral
responses to those sensory experiences, that is, the auditory section asks about things
heard (“startles easily at sound”); the visual section asks about things seen (“bright
lights”); the tactile section asks about stimuli that touches the skin (“becomes agitated
with having hair washed”); the vestibular section asks about responses to movement
(“having head tipped back during bathing”); and the oral sensory section asks about
touch and taste stimuli to the mouth (“licks/chews on non-food objects”). The caregiver
rates the frequency of responses from 1 “almost always” to 5 “almost never”. Responses
in each area are calculated to obtain section scores.
Responses to the section questions are organized to obtain quadrant scores which
reflect the child’s ability to regulate a variety of sensory experiences. There are four sensory processing patterns: low registration (hypo-sensitivity to sensory stimuli; requiring
high levels of sensory input such as firm touch or a loud noise to register the sensation), sensation seeking (seeking constant and intense sensory input such as banging
toys or bumping into things), sensory sensitivity (hyper-sensitivity resulting in overreactions to stimuli such as touch or movement), and sensation avoiding (need for controlling the amount and type of sensations available at any time, shying away or reacting intensely to stimuli such as being held or loud noises which are experienced as
noxious or uncomfortable). When the sensory sensitivity and sensation avoiding quadrant scores are outside of the typical range, a combined low threshold quadrant score
can be calculated and is indicative of a mixed pattern of both hyper-sensitivity and
avoidance of sensory experiences.
The ranges for the section and quadrant scores include typically developing (within 1
standard deviation (SD) of the mean), probable difference of more (>) or less than (<)
others (1 SD above or below the mean), and definite difference of > or < others (2 SDs
above or below the mean). Cut-off scores vary in the tactile and oral sensory processing
sections and the sensation seeking quadrant to reflect the early developmental aspects of
sensory processing in these areas. Results assist occupational therapists in planning
intervention strategies with a family-centred philosophy when the child’s sensory
responses interfere with occupational performance in daily life.
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A systematic review of assessments of sensory processing in infants by Eeles et al.
(2013) found that ITSP test-retest reliability for the section scores was excellent (0.86)
and for the quadrant scores was adequate (0.74) based on Pearson’s correlation. Internal
consistency estimates using coefficient alpha ranged from .42 to .86. Specifically, the
consistency was adequate (0.70 to 0.71) for auditory and tactile processing sections and
was poor (0.42 to 0.55) for the visual, vestibular, and oral sensory processing sections.
Internal consistency was adequate for the low registration, sensory sensitivity, and sensation avoiding quadrants (0.70 to 0.72) and was excellent for the sensation seeking
quadrant (0.86). The low threshold quadrant score when calculated also had excellent
internal consistency (0.83). The ITSP Technical Report (Dunn, 2005) reported evidence
of convergent and discriminative validity in correlations with the Infant/Toddler
Symptom Checklist (DeGangi, Poisson, Sickel, & Wiener, 1995).
Procedure
A data base was created by the occupational therapy team at the Manitoba FASD Centre
consisting of demographic information, prenatal exposures, diagnosis, and results from
caregiver completion of the ITSP. Each child was assigned an identification number; personal identifiers were not included in the data base. The occupational therapy assessments
were completed prior to diagnostic determination by the multidisciplinary team. The
principal investigator was the occupational therapist on the team. Occupational therapy
students reviewed the charts and completed the data base for children assessed at the
clinic over a 5-year period. The principal investigator monitored the data entry by the
students and the data was rechecked for accuracy prior to analysis.
Data analysis
For analysis of the ITSP data, mean scores were generated by sections and quadrants.
The student t test was used for comparison of the mean scores between the children
with FASD and the “at risk” group. The mean scores were also compared with the cutoff points in order to see if the children’s performance in each group deviated from the
typical performance range. For the purpose of testing the performance difference in five
age groups, analysis of variance was conducted. The Tukey’s test was used as a post-hoc
test to control for the family-wise error rate. For all statistical tests, a level of significance of 0.05 was chosen. The independence assumption was satisfied due to the nature
of the ITSP data. The normality assumptions were justified from the histogram of residuals and normal probability plot (QQ-plot).

Results
FASD and “at risk” group comparisons
Sensory processing results
Figure 1 displays the mean scores for the group with FASD and the “at risk” group in
each section and quadrant of the ITSP.
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Figure 1. Sensory processing patterns in young children with FASD and “At Risk” by section and
quadrant scores from the ITSP. FASD, fetal alcohol spectrum disorder; “At Risk”, at risk for neurodevelopmental disorders and FASD associated with prenatal alcohol exposure; ITSP, infant/toddler sensory profile.

Section scores
Mean scores and cut-off point descriptors for ITSP sections for the group with FASD
and the “at risk” group are shown in Table 2.
The auditory processing scores were significantly different (t = 2.88, p = .005)
between the groups. Comparison to cutoff point descriptors showed that auditory processing was more severely affected in the group with FASD where scores were significantly less than the cutoff point of 31 (t = 1.89, p = .003) falling into the definite
difference (> others) category. Scores for children in the “at risk” category were also
significantly less than the cutoff point of 35 falling into the probable difference (>
others) category (t = 2.16, p = .018).
There were no statistically significant differences between the groups in mean scores
for the visual (t ¼ 0.22, p = .830), tactile (t = 1.09, p = .278), vestibular (t = 0.57, p
= .574), and oral sensory processing (t = 0.48, p = .634) sections.
Comparisons to cutoff point descriptors for the group with FASD for visual (t ¼ 1.22,
p = .884), tactile (7–24 months) (t ¼ 0.06, p = .523), and vestibular (t = 0.04, p = .485)
sections were not significant and were in the typical performance range. The sixteen
children aged 25–36 months in the FASD group scored marginally in the probable difference (> others) range in the tactile processing section (t = 3.80, p = .065).
Comparisons to cutoff points for the group with FASD were not calculated in the
oral sensory processing section due to small sample sizes in the age categories, for
example, there were only three children aged 19–24 months. However, all the children
with FASD had oral sensory processing scores in the typical performance range.
Comparisons to cutoff point descriptors for the “at risk” group for visual (t ¼ 1.27,
p= .896), tactile (7–24 months) (t ¼ 1.18, p = .877), tactile (25–36 months) (t = 0.48,
p = .319), and vestibular (t ¼ 1.22, p = .886) sections were not significant and were in
the typical performance range. Comparisons to cutoff points in the oral sensory processing section were 7–12 months (t = 0.38, p = .353), 13–18 months (t = 0.15, p = .442),
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Table 2. Infant/toddler sensory profile section score comparisons by group.
Section scores

Group

Mean
score

Auditory
processing
Visual
processing
Tactile
processing

FASD
“At Risk”
FASD
“At Risk”
FASD

28.7
33.1
20.9
20.7
47.8

6.5
6.9
3.7
4.1
9.1

“At Risk”

49.9

8.1

FASD
“At Risk”
FASD

18.0
18.6
23.3

5.0
3.6
5.8

“At Risk”

23.9

5.9

Vestibular
processing
Oral sensory
processing

Standard
deviation

p value
.005
.830
.278

.574
.634

Age range
in months

n

Cut-off point
descriptor

7–36
7–36
7–36
7–36
7–24
25–36
7–24
25–36
7–36
7–36
7–12
13–18
19–24
25–30
31–36
7–12
13–18
19–24
25–30
31–36

28
62
28
62
12
16
37
24
28
62
4
5
3
8
8
15
10
13
12
12

Definite Difference (>others)
Probable Difference (>others)
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Probable Difference (>others)
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance
Typical Performance

Comparison
to Cut – off
Point p value
.003
.018
.884
.896
.523
.065
.877
.319
.485
.886
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
.353
.442
.818
.768
.572

p < .05.
p < .01.
FASD ¼ fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (n ¼ 28).
“At Risk” ¼ At risk for neurodevelopmental disorders and FASD, associated with prenatal alcohol exposure (n ¼ 62).
NA ¼ not calculated due to small sample size.

19–24 months (t ¼ 0.94, p = .818), 25–30 months (t ¼ 0.76, p = .768), and 31–36 months
(t ¼ 0.19, p = .572). These oral sensory processing scores were not significant and were in
the typical performance range.
Quadrant scores
The mean scores and cutoff point descriptors for ITSP quadrants for the group with
FASD and the “at risk” group are shown in Table 3.
The low registration scores were significantly different (t = 2.22, p = .029) between
the groups. Comparison to cutoff point descriptors showed that low registration was
more severely affected in the group with FASD where scores were significantly less than
the cutoff point of 43 (t = 3.22, p = .002) falling into the definite difference (>others)
category. Scores for children in the “at risk” category were significantly less than the
cutoff point of 46 falling into the probable difference (> others) category (t = 3.80,
p = .002).
There was no significant difference between the groups in the sensation seeking quadrant (t ¼ 0.70, p = .485). Comparisons to cutoff point descriptors were not calculated
for the group with FASD in this quadrant due to small sample sizes in the age categories, for example, there were only four children aged 7–12 months. However, all the
children with FASD had sensation seeking scores in the typical performance range.
Comparisons to cutoff point descriptors in the sensation seeking quadrant for the
“at risk” group were not significant, that is, 7–12 months (t ¼ 3.30, p = .997),
13–18 months (t ¼ 5.33, p = .999), 19–24 months (t ¼ 1.41, p = .908), 25–30 months
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Table 3. Infant/toddler sensory profile quadrant score comparisons by group.
Mean
score

Standard
deviation

FASD

38.4

7.6

“At Risk”

42.3

7.7

FASD

30.5

8.5

“At Risk”

29.1

8.3

Sensory sensitivity

FASD

38.2

7.8

Sensation avoiding

“At Risk”
FASD

41.0
41.9

7.7
8.3

Quadrant scores
Low registration

Sensation seeking

Group

Age range
in months

n

Cut-off point descriptor

7–36

28

7–36

62

.110

7–12
13–18
19–24
25–30
31–36
7–12
13–18
19–24
25–30
31–36
7–36

4
5
3
8
8
15
10
13
12
12
28

.088

7–36
7–36

62
28

Definite difference
(> others)
Probable difference
(> others)
Typical performance
Typical performance
Typical performance
Typical performance
Typical performance
Typical performance
Typical performance
Typical performance
Typical performance
Typical performance
Probable difference
(> others)
Typical performance
Probable difference
(> others)
Typical performance
Definite difference
(>others)
Definite difference
(>others)

p - value
.029

.485

Comparison
to cut – off
point p value
.002
.002
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
.997
.999
.908
.885
.988
.034
.507
.030

“At Risk” 45.1
8.1
7–36
62
.550
FASD
69.9
12.5
.687
7–36
15
.022
Low threshold
(combined
quadrant)
“At Risk” 68.2
10.2
7–36
17
.001
(n ¼ 32)
p < .05.
p < .01.
p < .001.
FASD ¼ fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (n ¼ 28 except low threshold).
“At Risk” ¼ at risk for neurodevelopmental disorders and FASD, associated with prenatal alcohol exposure (n ¼ 62
except low threshold).
NA ¼ not calculated due to small sample size.

(t ¼ 1.27, p = .885), and 31–36 months (t ¼ 2.59, p = .988). Scores for the “at risk” group
were in the typical performance range.
Sensory sensitivity quadrant comparisons found no significant difference between the
groups (t = 1.61, p = .110). However, scores for the children with FASD were significantly lower when compared to the cutoff point descriptor of 41 (t = 1.91, p = .034)
indicating a probable difference (> others) category. Scores for the children in the “at
risk” group were in the typical performance range (t ¼ 0.02, p = .507).
Sensation avoiding quadrant comparisons found no significant difference between the
groups (t = 1.72, p = .088). However, scores for the children with FASD were significantly lower when compared to the cutoff point descriptor of 45 (t = 1.96, p = .030)
indicating a probable difference (> others) category. Scores for the children in the “at
risk” group were in the typical performance range (t ¼ 0.13, p = .550).
Fifteen children with FASD and seventeen in the “at risk” group scored outside of typical
in both sensory sensitivity and sensation avoiding quadrants which allowed for calculation of
a low threshold quadrant score. Comparison of low threshold scores between the groups
was not significantly different (t ¼ 0.41, p = .687). However, scores for the group with FASD
(t = 2.22, p = .022) and for the “at risk” group (t = 3.53, p = .001) were significantly
below the cutoff point of 77. Both were in the definite difference (> others) category.
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Discussion
This study examined sensory processing in children under 3 years of age with FASD utilizing a sensory processing framework (Dunn, 1999). It provides evidence that sensory
processing differences exist in young children with FASD when compared to those “at
risk” for neurodevelopmental disorders and FASD, associated with PAE.
The clinical importance of assessing sensory processing in young children with FASD
as part of comprehensive occupational therapy early intervention is supported. The differences found in this study may be early indicators for the marked sensory processing
impairments and subtle sensory-motor difficulties identified by Jirikowic et al. (2008) in
children between 5 and 8 years of age with FASD.
An interesting finding in this study was that the sensory processing areas affected in
both groups, although significantly different when comparing the groups, followed a
similar pattern, that is, auditory processing and low registration. These areas were more
severely impacted in the children with FASD. The other section and quadrant scores
did not differ significantly between the groups. Further research would be required to
determine whether this pattern is reflective of the impact of prenatal alcohol exposure
on sensory processing.
The findings for auditory processing, described as the ability to modulate and react
to sound, indicate that younger children with FASD may inadequately modulate sounds
with inconsistent over- or under-reactions. Abele-Webster, Magill-Evans, & Pei (2012)
also found auditory processing difficulties in older children with FASD. Findings for the
children in the “at risk” category indicate that auditory processing assessment should
also occur for children with a history of PAE. Environmental modifications such as
reducing auditory input, ensuring the child’s attention during conversations, and managing the intensity, frequency, and duration of exposure to auditory information may
be beneficial.
The pattern of low registration, describing a high threshold for sensory input and the
use of passive strategies to respond (Dunn, 2002), indicates that younger children with
FASD and PAE may miss or fail to recognize important stimuli such as sound, touch,
movement, and gravity. They may struggle to prioritize or attend to incoming stimuli.
Behaviors can include inattentiveness, bumping into things, increased pain tolerance,
mouth stuffing, and being unaware of liquid or food left on lips. These findings may
reflect early difficulties in processing sensation, particularly vestibular and proprioceptive input for postural stability and static balance as described by Jirikowic et al. (2013)
for older children with FASD.
The needs of children with low registration may be overlooked due to quietness and
limited responsiveness. Provision of concentrated sensory experiences would enable the
children to notice and respond more to cues in the environment (Dunn, 2007). For
children with FASD and PAE, caregiver education would help to reframe the behavior
from a sensory processing viewpoint. Extra supervision for safety may be required when
inattentiveness, lack of awareness of surroundings, and increased pain threshold have
been identified.
The children with FASD were also impacted in sensory sensitivity and sensation
avoiding which are both indicative of low thresholds for sensory input. This finding
appears contradictory to the predominant low registration pattern which indicates a
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high threshold for sensory input. Wengel et al. (2011) found elevated scores in all four
quadrants for the 3- to 6-year old children with FASD. This may indicate that more
pronounced patterns of sensory processing occur in this population. Clinically, best
practice for comprehensive assessment of sensory processing should include observation
of the children in different environments and interview of caregivers in addition to
completion of the ITSP.
Sensory sensitivity was impacted in the children with FASD although to a lesser
extent than low registration. Sensory sensitivity indicates a low threshold for sensory
input and the use of passive strategies to respond (Dunn, 2002). Distractibility and
hyperactivity may be observed because the children’s attention is directed to the latest
stimuli that presents itself. Difficulties with habituating and being overwhelmed by sensory stimuli can result in over-reactions such as irritability. For young children with
FASD, intervention may include environmental modifications such as minimizing
unpredictable auditory and visual input, reducing clutter in the environment, and placing toys easily within reach to promote productive play.
Sensation avoiding was also impacted in the children with FASD to a lesser extent
than low registration. Sensation avoiding indicates a low threshold for sensory input
and the use of active strategies to keep thresholds from being met (Dunn, 2002). The
children can become overwhelmed with sensory stimuli which are perceived as uncomfortable or frightening. Active avoidant behaviors can include overreactions, emotional
outbursts, creating rituals, shutting down, or isolating themselves to control the stimuli.
For the child with FASD, educating caregivers regarding the child’s sensory needs can
avoid mislabeling the child as stubborn and controlling. Gradually increasing sensory
experiences within existing routines in a respectful way can expand the child’s ability to
habituate to more sensory input.
A low threshold pattern (resulting from combined sensory sensitivity and sensation
avoiding patterns) occurred in approximately one-third of the entire study sample. Low
threshold indicates low sensory thresholds and the use of both active and passive selfregulation strategies (Dunn, 2002). The children can be both overly sensitive and avoidant of stimuli to reduce input. Behavior can be overly vigilant, rigid, and inconsistent
with ranges from irritability to shutting down. Children with FASD and PAE with a
low threshold pattern may be labeled as fussy or irritable. Caregivers can have difficulty
managing daily routines due to inconsistencies in the child’s behavior. Provision of
information regarding sensory triggers and patterns can foster insight into the child’s
behaviors and assist in developing intervention strategies.
Implications for future research
The findings of this study have implications for future research that would additionally
inform early intervention occupational therapy practice for children with FASD and
PAE and their families/caregivers. The assessment of sensory processing and the efficacy
of sensory-based intervention strategies such as sensory accommodations and reframing
the child’s behavior from a sensory processing perspective require further examination.
Chen (2012) confirmed that drinking while pregnant was positively associated with
an infant’s level of “difficultness” as defined by the child’s level of fussiness and ability
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to be comforted. Higher levels of parenting stress have been reported when young children have “definite difference” sensory difficulties (Gourlay, Wind, Henninger, &
Chinitz, 2013). Future research could examine infant behavior and sensory processing
patterns as well as their impact on parents and caregivers of young children with FASD
and PAE.
Proven, Ens, & Beaudin (2014) found receptive and expressive language impairments
in older children with FASD. Collaborative research between occupational therapists
and speech language pathologists could examine auditory processing and language skill
development in young children with FASD.
Longitudinal research by occupational therapists on diagnostic teams for FASD would
contribute to the knowledge base regarding FASD and the impact of PAE. Further study
could examine whether these early sensory processing patterns in the “at risk” group of
children with PAE may be an early indicator for a future “diagnosis of FASD without
sentinel facial features” (Cook et al., 2016, p. 193) once the children are older and more
comprehensive neurodevelopmental assessments can be done.

Limitations
The ITSP is a standardized measure based on caregiver report. Results may be impacted
by which caregiver completes the questionnaire, literacy levels, and possible caregiver
bias regarding the child.
The sample sizes were small which limited power in some of the analyses. In this
study, only the auditory processing section had a power calculation of 0.80. The other
sections and quadrants had power calculations ranging from 0.068 to 0.594. Research
with larger sample sizes would be beneficial.
It was not possible to control for social environment as the majority of the young
children were in foster care. The need for expanded research where the children’s living
situations are controlled, is acknowledged and supported by the authors.
Prenatal exposure to other substances was present in 50% of the group with FASD
and in 61% of the “at risk” group. The effects of these other exposures are unknown
and may impact the study findings. For the purpose of this study, all the children under
3 years of age with confirmed PAE who had been referred to the clinic for an FASD
diagnostic assessment were included, whether they had been exposed to other substances or not.

Conclusions
This study is one of the first to examine sensory processing in very young children with
FASD. The findings support the concept that sensory processing differences exist
between young children with FASD when compared to children “at risk” for neurodevelopmental disorders and FASD, associated with PAE. It contributes to evidence
informed practice regarding the importance of sensory processing assessment as part of
comprehensive occupational therapy intervention for young children with FASD
and PAE.
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